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Abstract: The hydraulic concrete in the alpine region is subjected to alternating actions of freeze–thaw
(F) and abrasion (W) during operation, resulting in significant deterioration of concrete durability. In
this paper, the water/binder ratio (W/B) was employed as the test variable, the working condition F
group and W group were set as the control group, and the working condition F-W group was used as
the test group. Fast-freezing and underwater methods are used for the alternating test. By measuring
the mass loss, relative dynamic elastic modulus (RDEM), surface morphological characteristics,
fractal dimension of concrete in each alternating cycle, and the evolution law of concrete performance
under the alternating action of F and W was explored. The results show that compared with the
control group, the alternating action will accelerate the mass loss of concrete, reduce the RDEM,
and cause the deterioration of surface wear. The maximum increase in mass loss and RDEM of
concrete is 1.92% and 20.11%, respectively. During this process, the fractal dimension of the concrete
increases as the number of alternating cycles increases, but it still does not exceed the limit of 2.4. In
addition, a relationship function between the fractal dimension and the mass loss rate, volume loss,
was established. It was found that the experimental group had a good linear correlation, and the
correlation was close to 95%, which was about 20% higher than that of the control group.

Keywords: hydraulic concrete; freeze–thaw; abrasion; surface morphology indexes; fractal dimension

1. Introduction

As a kind of building material with many excellent characteristics, concrete is applied
to the construction of hydraulic structures [1]. Hydraulic structures are exposed to complex
and polytropic unfavourable operating environments during their operation. The perfor-
mance degradation and damage of bridge materials are more extensive in hot regions,
although these are accidental accidents [2–5]. The durability of concrete in cold regions is
affected by freeze–thaw and abrasion damage, which can pose a challenge to the stability
of the hydrostructure [6]. The temperature varies greatly during the spring and winter,
and hydraulic concrete across rivers in this area suffers frequent freeze–thaw damage [7].
At the same time, hydraulic concrete is inevitably subjected to the impact and friction
of sand-carrying rivers for a long time [8,9]. Especially during the summer and autumn,
hydraulic concrete is subjected to extremely severe abrasion damage caused by bed load.
In the actual service environment, these hydraulic structures are exposed to the repeated
alternation of freeze–thaw and abrasion, which can lead to deterioration. It is found that
the degree of alternating damage is greater than that of single damage [10,11].

Currently, the majority of the existing research is devoted to the influence of a single
factor on the performance of hydraulic concrete, while research under the action of multiple
factors is relatively scarce [12]. For example, the addition of an appropriate amount of fibre
into pervious concrete can enhance its resistance to wear while enhancing permeability
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by modifying the structural framework of concrete, thereby reducing the erosion damage
inflicted by high-speed water flow [13–15]. The coupling of freeze–thaw cycles and adverse
effects on hydraulic structures is the main focus of this type of multi-factor study [16–21].
Concerning the problem of the abrasion damage of concrete under freeze–thaw conditions,
the existing studies mainly consider the abrasion problem generated by ice and the mechan-
ical abrasion phenomenon of deicer on airport runways, while the performance evolution
law of the alternating effects of freeze–thaw cycles and abrasion damage is not clear [22–25].
Research into hydraulic concrete in cold regions is therefore urgently needed.

The underwater method is a frequently employed experimental approach that is
utilised to simulate the deterioration of concrete by bed load [26]. The mass loss rate and
abrasion resistance strength are employed as indexes to assess the abrasion resistance
of concrete. However, these two indicators cannot effectively characterise the process of
concrete damage from the surface to the interior during operation. At present, certain
scholars have introduced the incorporation of morphology and fractal dimension, which
encompass a greater range of damage features as a novel approach to assessing the wear
resistance of concrete surfaces, yielding promising outcomes. Hasan utilised 3D laser scan-
ning technology to determine the characteristics of volume loss and surface morphology
of concrete wear [27]. Sarker confirms that this technique has a better characterisation of
concrete wear morphology by comparing it with other quantitative evaluation indexes [28].

In this paper, the water/binder ratio is employed in this investigation as a test variable,
with both the fast-freezing and underwater methods utilised for the test. Compared with
the working conditions of the F group and W group, the evolution law of the mass loss,
RDEM, surface morphology, and fractal dimension of the hydraulic concrete in the working
condition F-W group with the number of alternating cycles were studied. The surface
morphology of the concrete samples was analysed using the mechanical probe testing point
method, which also enabled the calculation of the abrasion depth and volume. Meanwhile,
the fractal dimension of the abrasion surface was determined by employing the cube-
covering method, with the relationship between the fractal dimension and the mass loss
rate and volume loss subsequently established.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Mixture Design

Ordinary Portland cement (P.O 42.5R) was manufactured by Tianshan Mountains
Cement Co., Ltd., Urumqi, China, with a specific surface area of 384 m2/kg, cement
density of 3.08 g/cm3, stability qualified. The test used tap water from Urumqi City, China,
with good quality. The coarse aggregate was selected from 5–20 mm continuous graded
limestone gravel, with an apparent density of 2646 kg/m3. The fine aggregate was taken
from continuous grading machine-made sand, with an apparent density of 2553 kg/m3,
the fineness modulus of 2.94. The water reducer adopted was polycarboxylate-based High-
Range Water Reducer produced by Feike New Material Technology Co., Ltd., Yuncheng
City, China, with a water reduction rate of 30%.

According to the Chinese Standard for the Water Conservancy Industry (SL/T352—
2020), the water/binder ratio of hydraulic concrete in the upstream and downstream
water level change areas and the scoured parts of the water flow is to be maintained at a
maximum of 0.45 [29]. A review of the relevant literature reveals that the water/binder
ratio is typically set at 0.30, 0.35, or 0.4 [30,31]. In accordance with the specifications for the
maximum particle size and slump of the gravel, the initial selection of water consumption
is 175 kg·m−3. When the water/binder ratio is 0.4, considering the fineness modulus of
fine aggregate and the coarse and fine aggregate are produced manually, the selected sand
ratio is 42%. The sand rate remains unaltered. Subsequently, the preliminary calculation of
the hydraulic concrete mix proportion is based on the density of each raw material. The
moisture content and water absorption of coarse and fine aggregates are analysed in order
to adjust the mix ratio. The adjusted mix ratio of hydraulic concrete is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Hydraulic concrete mix ratio.

Specimen
Number

Water
Cement Ratio

Cement/
kg·m−3

Water/
kg·m−3

Sand/
kg·m−3

Stone/
kg·m−3

Water
Reducer/%

A1 0.43 387.5 168.4 801 1109.4 0.2
A2 0.38 442.9 167.7 758.7 1050.7 0.2
A3 0.32 516.7 167.3 732.0 1013.7 0.2

The objective is to analyse the deterioration mechanism of water/binder ratio on
concrete under the alternating action of freeze–thaw and abrasion. The specimen sizes
were unified with a diameter of 300 mm and a height of 100 mm, and freeze–thaw and
abrasion tests were carried out. This specimen is a non-standard specimen for the freeze–
thaw test, so it is necessary to customise a stainless-steel specimen box with a size of
120 mm × 400 mm × 400 mm for placing the specimen.

2.2. Test Scheme

In this study, three groups of working conditions are designed to analyse the perfor-
mance evolution under the alternating action of F and W. The various mix ratios correspond
to three distinct groups of working conditions, which in turn correspond to three concrete
specimens each. This results in a total of nine concrete specimens. The working condition F
group is defined as a freeze–thaw cycles group. The specimens were adapted to 50 times,
100 times, 150 times, and 200 freeze–thaw cycles by the fast-freezing method. The mass loss
rate, RDEM, and damage layer thickness were tested. The working condition W group is
the abrasion damage group. The specimens were adapted to 72 h, 144 h, 216 h, and 288 h of
abrasion damage by underwater method. The mass loss rate and 3D surface morphology
were tested. The working condition F-W group is the alternating test group, with ‘freeze–
thaw 50 times + abrasion 72 h’ as an alternating cycle. The test was carried out as follows:
The specimens were subjected to 50 freeze–thaw cycles by fast-freezing method and then
worn by underwater method for 72 h, and the above operation repeated to complete four
alternating cycles. The mass loss rate, RDEM, and 3D surface morphology were tested. The
main test equipment included: DT-16 dynamic bomb instrument, ZBL-U510 nonmetallic
ultrasonic tester, and XG-100 fine rod digital display depth gauge. The test scheme design
is shown in Table 2. The test flow chart of three working conditions is shown in Figure 1.
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Table 2. Test scheme design.

Working Condition Test Scheme Test Specimen Number

F 50, 100, 150, and 200 times of freeze–thaw cycles F-A1, F-A2, F-A3
W 72, 144, 216, and 288 h of abrasion damage W-A1, W-A2, W-A3

F-W 1, 2, 3, 4 alternating cycles F-W-A1, F-W-A2, F-W-A3

2.3. Test Methods
2.3.1. Fast-Freezing Test

Based on the Chinese Standard for the Water Conservancy Industry (SL/T352—2020),
HDK-5 fast freeze–thaw testing machine was used to carry out frost resistance test [29].
After 28 days of curing, the initial mass and initial transverse frequency of the specimens
were tested. The specimens of working condition F group experienced 200 freeze–thaw
cycles. The mass, transverse frequency, and ultrasonic velocity were tested at intervals of
50 cycles, and the mass loss rate, RDEM, and damage layer thickness were calculated. The
equipment for fast-freezing method test, the placement of concrete specimens, and the test
of transverse frequency are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Fast-freezing test: (a) HDK-5 fast freeze-thaw testing machine; (b) The placement of concrete
specimens; (c) Transverse frequency test.

2.3.2. Damage Layer Thickness

The samples were wiped on a saturated dry surface before the testing. The damage
thickness layer was tested according to the ultrasonic plane test method in the Chinese Stan-
dard for the Engineering Construction Standardization Association (CECS201-2000) [32].
During the test, one side of the specimen with a diameter of 300 mm was selected for the
test. The emitter T was positioned at a distance of 50 mm from the surface of the selected
sample. From the emitter T, the receiving transducer R was placed at a certain distance
along the surface of the sample. The initial distance measurement is 50 mm, followed by
successive testing points at intervals of 25 mm, 25 mm, 50 mm, 50 mm, and 50 mm. The
coupling agent was Vaseline. The ultrasonic velocity test is shown in Figure 3.

The damage layer can be determined according to the propagation mode of the emitter
T and the receiving transducer R ultrasonic wave at different distances [33]. The damage
transition layer is used as the dividing line. When the ultrasonic wave passes through the
dividing line twice in a certain position range, the position is called the critical point.

l0
Vd

=
2
√

h2
f + x2

Vd
+

l0 − 2x
Vu

(1)
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The calculation of damage layer thickness (hf) is as follows:

h f =
l0
2

√
Vu − Vd
Vu + Vd

(2)

where the ultrasonic velocity (km/s) of the corresponding layer of concrete is represented
by the values Vu and Vd, respectively.

The relationship between the ultrasonic time and the range finding is shown in Figure 4.
The intersection point of the two fitting lines in the figure is the change point of ultrasonic
time, which is set to (t0, l0).

ld = Ad + Vdtd (3)

lu = Au + Vutu (4)

where ld and Lu represent the distance before and after l0, respectively, td and tu correspond
to the sound of the above distance in order, Ad, Au, Vd, and Vu are the fitting parameters
of the functional relationship. The ultrasonic time change point l0 can be calculated by
Equation (5):

l0 =
AdVu − AuVd

Vu − Vd
(5)

Substituting (5) into Formula (2), the damage layer thickness of concrete can be obtained.
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2.3.3. Abrasion Test

Based on the Chinese Standard for the Water Conservancy Industry (SL/T352—2020)
and ASTM C1138, HKCM-2 abrasion resistance performance testing machine was used to
carry out abrasion resistance test [29,34]. After 28 days of curing, the initial mass of the
specimens was tested. The specimens of working condition W group experienced 288 h of
abrasion damage. The mass and 3D surface morphology were tested at intervals of 72 h,
and the mass loss rate and fractal dimension were calculated. The specimens of working
condition F-W group experienced 4 alternating cycles. The mass, transverse frequency and
3D surface morphology were tested at intervals of alternating cycles, and the mass loss rate,
REDM, and fractal dimension were calculated. The equipment for underwater method test
and the placement of steel ball are shown in Figure 5. The rotation speed of the steel stirrer
in water was 1200 rpm, which drives the steel ball on the surface of the specimen.
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2.3.4. The 3D Surface Morphology

In this study, the mechanical probe testing point method was used to compose a
simplified 3D surface morphology scanning measurement system test, which can reflect
the change in concrete surface morphology characteristics. A three-dimensional Cartesian
coordinate system was constructed with the centre of the specimen circle as the centre
and the Z-axis aligned vertically with the specimen surface. The depth gauge is used to
replace the sensor to test the wear depth of the specimen. The wear morphology of the
whole specimen surface can be tested by moving the depth gauge along the X-axis and the
moving bracket along the Y-axis, and the distance between adjacent testing points is 5 mm.
Based on the test data, the wear depth was shown in Equation (6), and the wear volume
was calculated in Equation (7):

da =
N

∑
i=1

∆z/N (6)

V =
x

s
[Z0 − Z(X, Y)]dS =

x

s
∆ZdS =

N

∑
n=1

∆Z(Xn ,Yn)∆Sn (7)

where S and s are the area of the whole and single testing point of the concrete wear
specimen, mm2, respectively; ∆z is the wear depth of each testing point on the surface of
the specimen, mm; N is the total number of testing points. When the distance between
testing points is 5 mm, N = 2826.
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The surface of concrete specimens will form complex sags and crests, perforated
multi-scale structures after wear. These structures have self-similarity; that is, they show
similar characteristics at different scales. The fractal dimension can be used to quantify
this self-similarity. By calculating the fractal dimension of concrete surface, the damage
degree of concrete can be quantitatively analysed. The fractal dimension of test specimen
surfaces was determined under various working conditions and was calculated by cube
covering method. A square mesh ABCD is assumed on the worn surface. These four test
points correspond to four worn surface altitude values. The number of cubes with side
length δ used to cover the ABCD surface is Ni,j [31,35,36].

Ni,j = int
{

1
δ

[
max

(
h(i,j), h(i+1,j), h(i,j+1), h(i+1,j+1)

)
− min

(
h(i,j), h(i+1,j), h(i,j+1), h(i+1,j+1)

)]
+ 1

}
(8)

where int is an integral function, and N(δ) is calculated in Equation (9):

N(δ) =
n−1

∑
i,j=1

Ni,j (9)

If self-similarity is present on the surface of concrete, then there exists a functional
relationship between N(δ) and δ, as shown in Equation (10):

N(δ) ~ δ−D (10)

Therefore, the fractal dimension (D) of wearing surface is calculated as in Equation (11):

D = − lim
δ→0

lnN(δ)

ln(δ)
(11)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Mass Loss Rate

The mass loss rate (Wn) of various working conditions in each test cycle was calculated
by Equation (1):

Wn =
m0 − mn

m0
× 100%, (12)

where m0 and mn are the weight of initial specimens and the specimen of various working
conditions in each test cycle.

The mass loss rates of various working conditions in different test cycles are shown
in Figure 6. Figure 6a demonstrates that the mass loss rate of concrete under working
condition F group increases slowly with an increase in the number of freeze–thaw cycles.
Figure 6b demonstrates that the mass loss rate of concrete under the working condition W
group gradually increases with the increased wearing time, and the increase rate is greater
than that of the working condition F group. It can be seen from Figure 6c that the mass loss
rate of concrete increased significantly with the increase in the number of alternating cycles
under the working condition F-W group, compared to the working condition F group and
working condition W group. Under the same water/binder ratio, the mass loss rate of the
working condition F-W group is higher than the summation of the mass loss rate of the
working condition F group and the working condition W group. Additionally, the impact
of the working condition F-W group and the working condition W group on the mass loss
rate of the specimen is greater than that of the working condition F group. The results show
that under the alternating action of freeze–thaw and abrasion, microcracks are generated
from the surface to the interior of the concrete, and the surface concrete is easily worn. The
new mortar layer and coarse aggregate are exposed on the surface and accompanied by
a large number of shedding phenomena, which is the main reason for the mass loss of
concrete [37]. During the alternating action of freeze–thaw and abrasion, the crisp skin
and pockmarked surface morphology of the concrete surface due to freeze–thaw action
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become the plastic wear and stress concentration area of abrasion, which aggravates the
damaging effect of abrasion [11]. At the same time, a large number of connected cracks are
generated between the surface layer and the interior after abrasion, which promotes the
further freeze–thaw of concrete [38]. Consequently, the mass loss rate under the F-W group
working condition exceeds the combined mass loss rates of the F group and the W group
working conditions. Compared with the first three alternating cycles, when the number
of alternating cycles of freeze–thaw cycles and abrasion damage reaches four times, the
difference between the mass loss rate of the working condition F-W group and the mass
loss rate of the working condition F group and working condition W group will reach the
maximum. The data show that the difference in the concrete mass loss rate of A3 is 1.92%.
The researcher found that the lower the W/B, the smaller the damage degree of concrete
under alternating action [39].
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3.2. Relative Dynamic Elastic Modulus

The RDEM (En) of various working conditions in each test cycle was calculated by
Equation (2):

En =
f 2
n

f 2
0
× 100% (13)

where f 0 and fn are the natural frequency of initial specimens and the specimen of various
working conditions in each test cycle.

The RDEM of various working conditions in different test cycles are shown in Figure 7.
The RDEM of the working condition F-W group decreases rapidly with an increase in
the number of alternating cycles compared to the working condition F group. At the
initial stage of F-A3, the freezing of pore water in the specimen slightly increased the
density of concrete, and the RDEM slightly increased. However, with the increase in
freeze–thaw cycles, the internal pore structure of the specimen deteriorated, and the RDEM
began to decrease slowly [40]. The RDEM of the working condition F-W group decreases
obviously with the alternating cycles. This is because the holes and cracks after freeze–
thaw and the defects such as crisp skin and pockmarked surface on the outer surface
are easy to become the plastic wear and stress concentration area during the abrasion
damage, which further deepens the degree of abrasion damage and expands the area of
abrasion. This, in turn, provides a path for the infiltration of external water along the
connected holes and microcracks in the freeze–thaw cycle. The crystallisation pressure of
pore water increases, causing damage to the internal structure of concrete, reducing the
overall compactness, exacerbating the damage degree of abrasion damage, and significantly
reducing the RDEM [6].
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3.3. The 3D Surface Morphology and Fractal Dimension
3.3.1. The 3D Surface Morphology

Taking the test specimens numbered F-W-A1 and W-A1 as an example, the change
process of the 3D surface morphology wear characteristics of concrete specimens under
alternating action and abrasion damage is shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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As illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, the F-W-A1 group and the W-A1 group showed
a consistent development trend under different alternating cycle periods and different
wearing times. As the number of alternating cycles and the wearing time increase, the edge
and peripheral parts of the samples are initially exposed to abrasion damage, followed
by the gradual subjection of the central part of the samples to abrasion damage, which
in turn results in a phased decline of the specimen’s area. The irregular area between
the edge of the samples and the undamaged part of the centre of the samples increased
step by step [31]. In the three-dimensional wear morphology chart, we can observe such
a phenomenon, where the surface wear of the test specimen is more serious; it is often
the part of the test specimen with a higher degree of irregularity. This is because these
highly irregular parts are continuously exposed to the environment of high-speed water
flow carrying steel balls, and the wearing effect of steel balls becomes more serious over
time, which aggravates the negative impact of wear damage on the specimens [41]. On the
same abrasion days, the surface wear degree of the F-W-A1 group is more serious than
that of the W-A1 group, which indicates that the freeze–thaw cycle accelerates the abrasion
damage of the concrete specimen. Specifically, in the alternating action, the temperature
difference in the freeze–thaw process causes uneven compression and expansion of the
concrete surface layer, resulting in further expansion of the micro-defects in the concrete
surface layer. When the wearing is carried out, the bonding capacity of the concrete surface
layer is weak, so it is easy to be worn.

3.3.2. Abrasion Depth and Volume Loss

The abrasion depth and volume loss of various working conditions in different test
cycles are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. The abrasion depth and volume loss of
concrete under each group of working conditions increase with the extension of the test
cycle, and the growth rate increased significantly in the second test cycle. It shows that the
surface layer of concrete freeze–thaw damage is more prone to abrasion damage, and the
alternating action aggravates the abrasion depth and volume loss of concrete. In the same
alternating cycle, the abrasion depth and volume loss of concrete in the working condition
F-W group are F-W-A1, F-W-A2 and F-W-A3 in descending order. Compared with the
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concrete of working condition group W with the same wearing time, the abrasion depth
of the three after four alternating cycles increased by 23.69%, 39.81%, and 9.78%, and the
volume loss increased by 23.9%, 42.45%, and 10.05%.
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3.3.3. Fractal Dimension of Abrasion Surface

The fractal dimensions of various working conditions in different test cycles are shown
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The data presented in Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate that
the fractal dimension of concrete specimens in the working condition F-W and W groups
increases with the duration of the test period. However, they did not exceed the limit
of 2.4, and this change trend is consistent. Under the same number of alternating cycles,
the fractal dimension of the three groups of concrete specimens is F-W-A1, F-W-A2, and
F-W-A3 in descending order. At the same abrasion time, the fractal dimension of the F-W
group specimens is larger than that of the W group specimens, which also indicates that the
freeze–thaw cycle accelerates the abrasion damage of the concrete specimens [42]. The main
reason for this phenomenon is that the higher the W/B, the worse the durability of concrete.
Compared with the single wearing effect, the surface of the specimen is subjected to greater
abrasion damage after alternating action. Therefore, the fractal dimension representing the
wear degree of the specimen is also larger.

Table 3. Fractal dimension of Working Condition W group.

Working Condition Test Specimen Number
Fractal Dimension/D

72 h 144 h 216 h 288 h

W
W-A1 2.2959 2.3249 2.3620 2.3819
W-A2 2.2792 2.3099 2.3428 2.3443
W-A3 2.1929 2.3033 2.3128 2.3437
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Table 4. Fractal dimension of Working Condition F-W group.

Working Condition Test Specimen Number
Fractal Dimension/D

1 Alternating
Cycle

2 Alternating
Cycles

3 Alternating
Cycles

4 Alternating
Cycles

F-W
F-W-A1 2.3028 2.3405 2.3708 2.3823
F-W-A2 2.2880 2.3177 2.3552 2.3740
F-W-A3 2.2621 2.3094 2.3264 2.3560

The change process of the apparent morphology characteristics of concrete is accom-
panied by the loss of mass and volume. The fractal dimensions of the working condition
F-W group and the working condition W group are linearly fitted with their mass loss rate
and volume loss, respectively. The resulting data are presented in Figures 12 and 13. As
illustrated in Figures 12 and 13, compared with the working condition W group, the linear
fitting effect of the fractal dimension of the working condition F-W group with its mass loss
rate and volume loss is more significant, reflecting its strong correlation. With the increase
of fractal dimension, its mass loss rate and volume loss are also gradually increasing. By
fitting the fractal dimension with the data of mass loss rate and volume loss, respectively, it
is found that the alternating action aggravates the wear of concrete. This is due to the fact
that the alternating effect is more likely to result in the formation of a complex concrete
surface morphology than the wearing effect. Furthermore, its complex fractal structure
is more likely to affect the mass and volume loss. Through the linear fitting function of
Figures 12b and 13b, the wear mass loss and wear volume loss of concrete under alternating
action can be approximately calculated by using the fractal dimension of the wear surface
morphology of concrete.
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3.4. Damage Layer Thickness

The surface of the specimen in the working condition F-W group has sags and crests,
and the nonmetallic ultrasonic tester cannot be used for testing. Consequently, the damage
layer evolution process of the working condition F group was subjected to testing in order
to ascertain the extent of damage caused by the freeze–thaw effect on the concrete in each
alternating cycle of the working condition F-W group. Please refer to Figure 14 for a
detailed illustration of the evolution law of concrete damage layer thickness in working
condition F.
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Figure 14 illustrates that the freeze–thaw damage layer of the test specimens, des-
ignated F-A1~F-A3, exhibits a varying degree of thickness increase with the number of
freeze–thaw cycles. The specimen in the F-A1 group exhibits the most significant change in
damage layer thickness. Under the same number of F cycles, the thickness of the freeze–
thaw damage layer in the F-A3 group is consistently lower than that of the F-A1 and
F-A2 groups. The main reason for this phenomenon is that the lower the W/B, the higher
the compactness of the specimen. During the initial stage of the F cycle, the freeze–thaw
damage is slight, and the development of pores and cracks is not yet apparent [30]. The
tight microstructure can effectively inhibit the expansion of pores and cracks [6]. However,
the freeze–thaw damage of concrete began to intensify with the increase of freeze–thaw
cycles, causing internal pores and cracks to gradually developed and connected with each
other [43]. At this time, the tight microstructure of the F-A3 specimens can still effectively
inhibit the development of pores and cracks, thereby reducing freeze–thaw damage [44].
The microstructure of the F-A1 group is less tight than that of the F-A2 and F-A3 groups.
This leads to insufficient inhibition of pore and crack development, resulting in an increase
in the thickness of the freeze–thaw damage layer. Therefore, the freeze–thaw action on
each group of specimens results in the full development of internal pores and cracks, an
increase in internal defects, and a significant increase in the thickness of the freeze–thaw
damage layer. This has a detrimental effect on the durability of the concrete.

According to the data in Figure 10, the cumulative percentage of concrete abrasion
depth increased by alternating action is plotted. Figure 15 illustrates that the three groups
of samples show the same law under different alternating cycle times. The freeze–thaw and
abrasion effect will cause damage to the concrete from the surface to the interior, increase
the penetration path with the internal porosity and micro-cracks of the specimen, and
destroy the integrity of the specimen. The measurement results indicate that controlling
the W/B can reduce freeze–thaw damage and abrasion depth of the concrete surface layer.
It has been found that a lower water/binder ratio results in less damage to the concrete
surface caused by freeze–thaw action, as well as a smaller increase in the abrasion depth of
samples under alternating action. The reason is that the pore water in concrete causes micro-
level damage during the F cycles. However, the layer of damage caused by freeze–thaw
still maintains a high adhesive strength, which preserves the integrity of the specimen.
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4. Innovations and Deficiencies
4.1. Innovation

The evolution process of hydraulic concrete performance under the action of freeze–
thaw and abrasion is revealed from the macroscopic scale. The three-dimensional morphol-
ogy and fractal dimension are introduced to analyse the morphological characteristics of
the surface of hydraulic concrete.

4.2. Deficiencies

The size of the standard specimen of freeze–thaw and abrasion is inconsistent. In
this test, the standard-size specimen of anti-abrasion is used instead of the standard frost-
resistant specimen for the alternate test. This method may not conform to the test specifica-
tion, but this concept can be extended to the actual scene; hydraulic concrete, regardless of
shape, will suffer from adverse effects from the outside world.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the mass loss rate, RDEM, and damage layer thickness of samples under
various working conditions are tested. The macroscopic deterioration behaviour charac-
teristics under the alternating action of F and W were studied. The effects of alternating
action on the apparent morphology characteristics of concrete and its fractal dimension
were compared and analysed. The main conclusions are as list follows:

(1) During the initial stages of the alternating action of F and W, the surface layer of
samples develops a crispy skin and pockmarked form due to F action. It becomes the
area of plastic wear and stress concentration, which aggravates the damaging effect
of wearing. This, in turn, provides an infiltration path for external water along the
connecting pores and microcracks during freeze–thaw action. The internal structure
of the concrete was damaged due to increased pore water crystallisation pressure,
leading to a decrease in overall compactness. The alternating action accelerates the
mass loss of concrete and reduces the RDEM. The maximum difference in mass loss
rate and RDEM of concrete between the control and experimental groups was 1.92%
and 20.11%, respectively.

(2) With the increased alternating cycle period and wearing time, the change in apparent
morphology characteristics of concrete shows a consistent development trend. The
damage of the central part of the specimen increases gradually, while the proportion
of the ring area between the undamaged part and the edge of the specimen increases.
However, the F action accelerates the abrasion damage of the specimen, while the
surface wear in the F-W group under operational conditions is more pronounced.

(3) The fractal dimension of the sample increases with the increase of the test period.
However, it did not exceed the limit of 2.4. It was found that the linear correlation
between the fractal dimension, the mass loss rate, and the volume loss of the working
condition F-W group was higher than that of the working condition W group, and it
can be concluded that the alternating action exacerbated the damage to the concrete.
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The results showed that the experimental group had a good linear correlation; the
correlation was close to 95%, and the control group was about 75%.

(4) The tightness of low W/B concrete is stronger, so it has a stronger performance
in inhibiting the development of pores and cracks. The freeze–thaw damage layer
generated under freeze-thaw action still maintains high adhesive strength, reduces
the wear depth of concrete under alternating action, and maintains the integrity of
the whole concrete.
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